
For bathrooms





Almost 100 years ago 

KLUDI began manufacturing bathroom
fittings using traditional methods

of craftsmanship. Followed by high-quality,
reliable fixtures of timeless design,

this expertise formed the foundation
of KLUDI. From the tradition as

a faucet specialist, the goal was created
to combine the highest quality of use
and perfect design in a unique way.
Thus the claim Water in Perfection
finds unmistakable expression in

our products as well as in all services
we provide for our customers.

It inspires and drives  

our future activities.



Discover the variety of our 
kitchen fittings.
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INTRODUCTION

To meet the changing needs of our customers, 
KLUDI continuously tracks the latest trends 
in bathroom design.

Find out how many of our products have been 
recognised in international competitions, and 
have been recommended by international groups 
of product design experts.

An independent international group of experts has pre-
sented the KLUDI brand with an award for outstanding 
achievement in the areas of quality, functionality, ergo-
nomics, design and ecology.  
The Plus X Award for the Most Innovative Brand confirms 
KLUDI's reputation for excellence and its strong position 
on the international market. As the award has been  
presented to relatively few companies in the sanitation 
industry, we are very proud to have received this title. 

KLUDI –  
the most
innovative 
brand

Plus X Award

Many of our fittings 
have been given the 
international Plus X Award 
seal of approval, which 
guarantees that these 
fittings are made of high-
quality components, and 
that the design is based 
on a thorough analysis of 
the users’ needs. Having 
observed our commitment 
to creating outstanding 
products, millions of people 
around the world have 
chosen outstanding KLUDI 
fittings for their home. 

Red Dot Design Award

The Red Dot Design 
Award is one of the 
most prestigious design 
awards in the world. 
The international title 
is awarded exclusively 
to products with an 
exceptionally refined  
and functional design. 
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The product is compatibile with the following series:
KLUDI AMBA, KLUDI E2, KLUDI BALANCE, KLUDI Q-BEO, KLUDI AMEO, 
KLUDI OBJEKTA, KLUDI BOZZ, KLUDI ZENTA, KLUDI PUSH, KLUDI PROVITA

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX 
A universal concealed module

Are you still undecided about which fittings to use in your bathroom, even though 
the bathroom installation is nearly complete? No problem! Simply install the 
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX concealed module and select the perfect fittings at a later point 
in time. This solution gives you the option of installing all kinds of wall-mounted 
fittings, including models with a mixer, a thermostat, and a built-in regulation valve.

The KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX module 
is compatible with the majority 
of KLUDI fittings.

Benefits of the KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX concealed module:

•  allows you to select wall-mounted fittings at any point in time after
 the KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX module has been installed
•  allows you to exchange standard fittings for thermostatic fittings in the future
•  the module’s elastomer coating provides the maximum level of acoustic 
 isolation, which greatly reduces the noise made by the flowing water
•  provides a high level of protection from condensation and moisture
•  can be installed even on irregular or uneven walls
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FUNCTIONS

The KLUDI A-QA wall supply is 
a convenient solution that allows 
you to adjust the water flow to 
the preferred level.

The KLUDI PUSH mixer has 
been recognised by the German 
Design Award 2016 committee 
for its outstanding design and 
ergonomics.

KLUDI PUSH 
Simply click

A compact form combined with an intuitive design are the greatest assets of the 
KLUDI PUSH mixer. Turn the shower on and off by pressing a single on/off button. 
Or, if you want to use two water sources – such as a hand shower and a head shower 
– choose the model with two buttons. This mixer works especially well with the 
KLUDI A-QA wall supply, which allows you to set the perfect water flow.

Benefits of the KLUDI PUSH mixer:

•  allows you to use two water sources at the same time
•  the hot water temperature control ensures safety
•  easy to use
•  perfect for tiny bathrooms
•  compatible with KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX 
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The function is used in the following series:
KLUDI BALANCE, KLUDI ZENTA

The temperature regulation handle 
enables you to set a constant 
water temperature.

Electronic KLUDI mixers – control the water 
flow with a flick of your finger

Presenting state-of-the-art technology: the fitting detects the movement of your hand, 
turning on the water flow automatically. When you move your hand within range of 
the sensor (1 to 5 cm), the fitting will automatically turn on the water flow, and then turn 
it off after you finish using the water. 

Benefits of a mixer with an electronic motion sensor:

•  touch-free operation of the water flow 
•  optimisation of the temperature and the amount of water used 
•  the fitting needs less frequent cleaning
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The function is used in the following series:
KLUDI AMBA, KLUDI E2, KLUDI BALANCE, KLUDI AMEO, 
KLUDI OBJEKTA, KLUDI BOZZ, KLUDI ZENTA

FUNCTIONS

The function is used in the following series:
KLUDI AMBA, KLUDI E2, KLUDI BALANCE, 
KLUDI Q-BEO, KLUDI AMEO, KLUDI OBJEKTA, 
KLUDI BOZZ, KLUDI ZENTA

Benefits of having a range of mixer heights:

•  the mixer’s ergonomic design makes it comfortable 
 to use
•  the mixer’s height can be easily adjusted to the size  
 of the washbasin
•  offers new opportunities for arranging your   
 bathroom

Regardless of the shape and size of your washbasin, 
you can easily adjust the water flow to avoid splashing. 
The new s-pointer eco aerator enables you to adjust 
the angle of the water stream, and limit the water flow 
to 6l/min, even with higher water pressure.

Bathroom fittings
Always at the proper level

New s-pointer eco
A good direction!

The height of your fitting will never limit you again. Now 
you can choose your dream washbasin and then select 
the right mixer. Our fittings come in a range of heights, 
giving you the freedom to design and use your bathroom 
any way you want. 

Benefits of the new s-pointer eco:

•  allows you to adjust the water flow with a touch 
 of your finger
•  flow limited to 6l/min, even with higher water 
 pressure
•  soft, aerated spray
•  highly resistant to mineral deposits
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The function is used in the following series:
KLUDI ADLON, KLUDI AMBA, KLUDI BALANCE, 
KLUDI AMEO, KLUDI Q-BEO, KLUDI E2, KLUDI OBJEKTA, 
KLUDI BOZZ, KLUDI ZENTA, KLUDI PUSH, KLUDI FIZZ, 
KLUDI MEDI CARE, KLUDI LOGO, KLUDI MEDI MIX, 
KLUDI PROVITA

The function is used in the following series:
KLUDI ZENTA, KLUDI Pure&Easy

Benefits of HotStop function:

•  stops the hot water flow from exceeding 38°C
•  allows you to raise the water temperature beyond  
 38°C by pressing the temperature limit button
•  guarantees comfort and safety

KLUDI HotStop!
Temperature under control

Do you have children? Is your bathroom used by older 
family members? Or maybe you have always wanted to 
enjoy a constant water temperature when you shower? 
Choose a mixer with the HotStop function, which reduces 
temperature fluctuations in the water supply network and 
eliminates the risk of scalding.

EcoPlus function
Easy on your budget

Originally designed for public buildings, the EcoPlus 
function (available in the KLUDI ZENTA fittings) is 
quickly becoming a popular choice for homeowners. 
The standard middle position of the handle allows 
cold water to flow. If you need water at a higher 
temperature, simply move the handle to the left.

Benefits of a mixer with an EcoPlus function:

•  the hot water is turned on by moving the lever 
 to the left
•  provides water and energy savings
•  can lower utility expenses
•  allows you to regulate the water temperature  
 quickly and easily
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The function is used in the following series:
KLUDI COCKPIT Discovery, KLUDI FIZZ, KLUDI A-QA, 
KLUDI FRESHLINE, KLUDI LOGO

FUNCTIONS

Set the angle of the head shower 
for maximal comfort. 

Head shower
Everyday comfort

A morning shower is energising and stimulating, triggering oxygenation and the 
release of endorphins – in short, taking a shower is a more effective way to wake 
up than drinking a cup of espresso. The crucial role a shower system, and especially 
a head shower, can play in lifting your mood is one reason why choosing the right 
shower fitting for your home is so important. 

Benefits of the head shower:

•  the water flows straight down, ensuring a pleasant and relaxing showering 
 experience
•  the diffused spray is delicate and soothing 
•  the Dual Shower System enables you to optimise the space in your shower 
 cabin by making fine height (up to 30 cm) and horizontal adjustments

With the Dual Shower System, you 
can modify the spray to suit your 
personal preferences and the size 
of your shower cabin by adjusting 
the head shower vertically (up to 
30 cm) and horizontally.
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The function is used in the following series:
KLUDI FIZZ, KLUDI FRESHLINE, KLUDI LOGO

Benefits of the hand shower with three spray settings:

• you can modify the spray by using the ergonomic switch or by turning the shield  
 of the hand shower 
• the soft and aerated smooth spray is relaxing and calming
• the wide volume jet spray provides a full, comfortable showering experience
• the booster spray provides an intense and energising jet for massaging specific  
 points on your body

Smooth spray
A soft and aerated water spray will 
wash away the stress and tension 
built up over a long, tiring day.

Booster
A strong massaging jet will 
reduce your fatigue and relax your 
muscles.

Volume jet
A wide shower spray is refreshing 
and energising.

The perfect hand shower 
Three spray settings

You are no doubt familiar with the advantages of having a shower in the bathroom: 
showering is quicker and uses less water than bathing, and a shower takes up 
less space than a bathtub. Moreover, taking a shower, like taking a bath, can be 
a stimulating and refreshing experience, helping you relax and unwind. A hand shower 
with three spray settings is a source of pleasure, giving you the choice of enjoying 
a volume jet, a smooth spray or a massaging jet.
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The function is used in the following series:
KLUDI FIZZ, KLUDI FRESHLINE, KLUDI LOGO

The function is used in the following series:
KLUDI SUPARAFLEX

FUNCTIONS

A system for expelling water 
from the hand shower

Anti-torsional shower hose
Protection and comfort

To ensure the highest levels of hygiene and comfort, 
KLUDI created a drip-proof hand shower – a technological 
solution that ensures that all water is expelled from 
the hand shower after use.

When you are using an elastic KLUDI hose with an anti-
torsion function, you do not have to remember to adjust 
your hand shower before you start bathing. The elastic 
coating of the hose also ensures that you will not 
accidentally scratch or dent the surface of your bathtub 
or shower cabin. 

Benefits of expelling water from the hand shower:

•  enhances shower comfort
•  improves hygiene 
•  makes it easier to maintain a clean bathroom 

Benefits of the anti-torsional shower hose:

•  after the shower, the hose returns to its original 
 position
•  provides protection from accidental scratches to 
 the bathtub or shower cabin surfaces
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510104520
Waschtischarmatur DN 15

515254520
Wannenfüll- und
Brausearmatur DN 15



KLUDI ADLON

A special product line 
perfect for lovers of old 
photographs, tasteful 
vinyl and retro style. 
The KLUDI ADLON fittings 
perfectly reflect the spirit 
of the past, taking you 
back to an era when great 
design was all the rage. 
The fitting’s unique form, 

unusually shaped dials, 
and tastefully gilded 
finish come together to 
create an elegant vintage 
piece. A KLUDI ADLON 
fitting complements any 
bathroom in which modern 
technology meets classic 
design. The KLUDI ADLON line is 

a marriage of retro style with 
high-end aesthetics – tasteful, 
sophisticated and unconventional.

The beauty of the KLUDI ADLON 
fitting lies in its cross-shaped 
handles and porcelain inlays. 

The striking shape of the spout is 
a model of refinement. 

Finish: 05 chrome, 45 gold plated 23-carat

KLUDI ADLON
Timeless design 
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510104520
basin mixer
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KLUDI ADLON

BIDET

Craftsmanship 
and passion

Fittings coated with 23-carat gold will captivate anyone 
who appreciates quality and technical precision. A golden 
fitting is a perfect finishing touch in a bathroom designed 
in a classic retro style with a contrasting colour palette – 
like a combination of black and white. 

.. = Finish: 05 chrome, 45 gold plated 23-carat*Not shown

BASIN

51043..20
basin mixer 
three-hole assembling

5104345G4
basin mixer 
three-hole assembling

5104305G5*
basin mixer 
three-hole assembling

51211..20
bidet mixer 

5104645G4
basin mixer 
three-hole assembling

5104605G5*
basin mixer 
three-hole assembling

51046..20
basin mixer 
three-hole assembling

51012..20
basin mixer 

51010..20
basin mixer 

5101045G4
basin mixer 

5101005G5*
basin mixer 
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BATH

A feminine 
touch

A bathtub on finely curved feet, flowers, 
subtle accessories, and toned-down colours – 
the KLUDI ADLON line finished in chrome will 
showcase the beauty of a bathroom designed 
with a woman in mind. 

514410520
bath and shower mixer 

51524..20
bath and shower mixer 
four-hole tiles deck mounted 
installation

5152405G5
bath and shower mixer 
four-hole tiles deck mounted 
installation

5152445G4*
bath and shower mixer 
four-hole tiles deck mounted 
installation

51441..20
bath and shower mixer 

51525..20
bath and shower mixer 
four-hole tiles deck mounted 
installation
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KLUDI ADLON

*Not shown .. = Finish: 05 chrome, 45 gold plated 23-carat
The items presented are just a selection of our full range of products.

27514..
shower arm
L = 415 mm

27510..
head shower
200 mm

*Not shown

5161005G5
shower mixer 

5161045G4*
shower mixer 

51610..20
shower mixer 

27051..
shower set 
stand assembly

5172005G5
concealed thermostatic mixer
with shut-off valve

5172045G4*
concealed thermostatic mixer
with shut-off valve

27103..
shower set
L = 600 mm

27105..
shower set 
wall assembly

51720..20
concealed thermostatic mixer
with shut-off valve

35156*
concealed thermostatic mixer 

BATH

.. = Finish: 05 chrome, 45 gold plated 23-carat
The items presented are just a selection of our full range of products.

SHOWER
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532980575
single-lever washbowl mixer 
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KLUDI AMBA

While it has the beauty 
and delicacy of a fine 
sculpture, its soft and 
organic shape is hardly 
all this mixer has to offer. 
The KLUDI AMBA fitting 
combines perfect form 
and functionality, with 
subtle lines and a handle 

that is intuitive to operate. 
The monolithic form of 
the fitting paired with 
a stone surface and 
a bowl-shaped vessel 
washbasin call to mind 
the harmonious aesthetics 
of a spa resort in the 
Far East. The unique design of the 

KLUDI AMBA series has been 
recognised by experts. The series 
has received a number of 
international awards for its 
exceptional design, high quality 
and usability.

The small knob perfectly 
complements the mixer’s shape.

The discreet handle is integrated 
into the monolithic form.

Finish: 05 chrome

KLUDI AMBA
The perfect form
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532980575
single-lever washbowl mixer

532450575
concealed two-hole  
wall-mounted basin mixer

BASIN

Total 
freedom

Freestanding or wall-mounted? Design your bathroom 
to achieve maximum comfort without sacrificing 
aesthetics. Regardless of how they are installed, these 
washbasin mixers look phenomenal. 

532980575
single-lever washbowl mixer 
spout height = 273 mm

532960575*
spout height = 213 mm

532960575
single-lever washbowl mixer
spout height = 213 mm

532440575
concealed two-hole wall-mounted 
basin mixer
projection wall spout 186 mm

532450575*
projection wall spout 226 mm

38243*
installation set 
for concealed two-hole wall-
mounted basin mixer

530230575
single-lever basin mixer 

530260575*
without pop-up waste
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KLUDI AMBA

534450575
single-lever bath  
and shower mixer

6760005-00
hand shower

BATH

*Not shown

Harmony 
of form

A sophisticated form in your bathroom. Smooth lines combined with a shower/bathtub 
diverter embedded in the body of the fitting make for a perfectly harmonious form. 
Choose the method of installation that works best for your bathroom – wall-mounted 
or three-hole fitting?

Finish: 05 chrome
The items presented are just a selection of our full range of products.

534470575
single-lever bath and shower mixer 
three-hole tiles deck mounted 
installation
projection 223 mm

534480575 
single-lever bath and shower mixer 
three-hole tiles deck mounted 
installation

534450575
single-lever bath and shower mixer 

534010538
thermostatic bath and shower 
mixer 
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535900575
bath and shower mixer 

535900575
single-lever bath and shower mixer 
installation for freestanding 
bathtub

88088*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

Your personal 
spa

To turn your bathroom 
into a luxurious spa filled 
with hot steam and sweet 
aromas, you need a large, 
freestanding bathtub 
and designer fittings. 
A freestanding mixer adds 
an elegant detail.
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KLUDI AMBA

536500575
concealed single-lever bath and 
shower mixer

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

538300575
concealed thermostatic bath and 
shower mixer

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

536570575
concealed single-lever bath and 
shower mixer
protected against back flow

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

536550575
concealed single-lever shower 
mixer

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

537290575
concealed thermostatic mixer 

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

537100575
single-lever shower mixer 

538150575
concealed valve
trim set

53811*
concealed valve 
concealed unit 

538460575
three-way diverter 
trim set

29757*
three-way diverter 
concealed unit

538470575
two-way diverter 
trim set

29747*
two-way diverter 
concealed unit

Finish: 05 chrome*Not shown

BATH

SHOWER
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Installing the head shower in 
the wall provides the perfect 
minimalist look.

Two head showers will enable you 
to use two water jets at once. 

Fit is 
a lifestyle

A quick shower after an 
intense workout can be as 
relaxing and rejuvenating 
as a professional massage. 
Choose a fitting that will 
help you fully unwind and 
recuperate. 

537290575
concealed thermostatic mixer 

6651405-00
shower arm 

6757805-00
head shower 

538150575
concealed valve

538470575
two-way diverter 

6765005-00
bath-shower set 1S

6306105-00
wall supply
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ACCESSORIES

Perfectly 
selected

Your bathroom should always be a source of amazement. 
In designing your bathroom, do not forget about 
complementary accessories, such as a soap dish, a soap 
dispenser or towel hangers. These seemingly trivial details 
give the interior its unique character.

5398505
soap dish
porcelain

5397605
liquid soap dispenser
porcelain

5397505
glass holder
porcelain

5397705
towel holder
two-armed, fixed
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KLUDI AMBA

The details make 
or break the interior

Find the perfect accessories for your toilet area as well. 
The right details – such as a paper roll holder or a toilet 
brush – will complete the style of an elegant bathroom. 

*Not shown Finish: 05 chrome
The items presented are just a selection of our full range of products.

5397405
toilet brush holder
porcelain

5398005
bath towel holder
L = 650 mm

5397905*
L = 850 mm

5398405
hook

5397105
paper holder
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490230575 
single-lever basin mixer
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KLUDI E2

The ancients associated 
architecture with 
mathematical precision 
and ideal proportions. They 
sought harmony in their 
surroundings and tried to 
recreate it in their interiors. 
If you share their belief 
in the enduring principles 
of beauty, allow yourself 
to be inspired by the 
geometric shapes, straight 
lines and subtle forms 
of classical designs. The 
gentle curves and rounded 

surfaces of the KLUDI E2 
line make these fittings 
the perfect solution for 
lovers of tradition who 
nonetheless appreciate 
modern design. With 
a fitting from the KLUDI E2 
line, you can create an 
interior that follows the 
principles of timeless 
design: organised, 
harmonious, and 
combining conventional 
forms. 

The strong lines and gentle curves 
of the fitting will also complement 
a bathroom with a classic design. 

The discreet markings for cold 
and hot water on the handle 
emphasise the modern character 
of the fitting.

The sturdy shape of the spout is 
complemented by the light form 
of the lever.

Finish: 05 chrome

KLUDI E2
The straight line
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492970575
single-lever basin mixer
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KLUDI E2

The power 
of detail

In an elegant and functional interior, every detail matters. 
Giving careful consideration to ergonomics and design 
when choosing solutions for your bathroom will enable 
you to create a bathroom that looks and feels perfect 
in every way. 

Finish: 05 chrome*Not shown

The spare form of the fitting and 
its wall-mounting system give 
the interior a modern look.

492960575 
single-lever basin mixer
spout height lower edge = 155 mm

492950575
single-lever basin mixer
spout height lower edge = 120 mm

492970575*
without pop-up waste

492980575 
single-lever basin mixer
spout height lower edge = 260 mm

492450575 
concealed two-hole wall-mounted 
basin mixer
projection 230 mm

38243*
installation set

492440575 
concealed two-hole wall-mounted 
basin mixer
projection 180 mm

38243*
installation set

492160575 
single-lever bidet mixer

490230575 
single-lever basin mixer

490250575*
flow rate 5 l/min

BASIN

BIDET
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495900575 
bath and shower mixer

490230575 
single-lever basin mixer



KLUDI E2



Where form meets 
ergonomics

Do you prefer an energising shower or a relaxing 
bath with essential oils? A practical and convenient 
shower/bathtub diverter that allows you to instantly 
choose the type of water flow you want makes 
resolving this dilemma easy. 

Now you can end a hot bath with 
a stimulating cold shower with just 
a flick of your hand. 

The form of the hand shower 
embodies the principles of modern 
design.

495900575 
bath and shower mixer
installation for freestanding 
bathtub

88088*
concealed unit 

494470575
single-lever bath and shower mixer
three-hole tiles deck mounted 
installation 
projection 220 mm

4950305
bath filler
projection 175 mm

496500575 
concealed single-lever bath and 
shower mixer

496570575* 
protected against back flow

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

494450575 
single-lever bath and shower mixer

498300575 
concealed thermostatic bath and 
shower mixer

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

494260575
single-lever bath and shower mixer
three-hole tiles deck mounted 
installation

BATH
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KLUDI E2

Discretion 
guaranteed

Most of the functional elements are concealed behind 
the wall. Only the elements of the system that are 
needed to operate the fitting are visible, such as 
the subtle designer handle with a modern shape. 

As well as being beautiful, the soft 
curve of the handle is gratifying 
to the touch, fitting your hand like 
a glove. 

Finish: 05 chrome*Not shown

497140575 
single-lever shower mixer

497290575 
concealed thermostatic mixer

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

496550575 
concealed single-lever shower 
mixer

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

498460575 
three-way diverter 
trim set

29757*
three-way diverter 
concealed unit 

498470575 
two-way diverter 
trim set

29747*
two-way diverter 
concealed unit 

498150575 
concealed valve
trim set

53811*
concealed valve
concealed unit 

498350575
concealed thermostatic shower 
mixer

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

SHOWER
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The wall-mounted shower mixer 
can easily double as a shelf 
for your toiletries.

A wall-mounted or a concealed 
mixer? Which do you prefer?

A private 
space

An open shower in 
a bedroom? Why not? 
The integrated design 
creates a feeling of light 
and space. A sleek shower 
cabin with fine fittings is 
an attractive alternative 
to a bathtub. 
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KLUDI E2496550575 
concealed single-lever 
shower mixer

6774005-00
shower set 3S

6554305-00
wall supply 
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ACCESSORIES

4997605
liquid soap dispenser
opal glass, white matt

4997505
glass holder
opal glass, white matt

4998505
soap dish
opal glass, white matt
140 x 140 mm

4998405
hook

The details make 
the difference

In designing an elegant bathroom, even the smallest 
details matter. Choose accessories that complement 
the ceramics and fittings – a toothbrush holder, a soap 
dispenser or a soap dish. The chrome finish polishes off 
the look. 
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KLUDI E2

A clear 
style

Visual harmony is a priority everywhere in the bathroom, 
even in the toilet area. Beautiful accessories are essential 
elements in creating a consistent style. 

4997405
toilet brush holder
opal glass, white matt

4999005
double towel holder
L = 300 mm

4997705*
L = 455 mm

4998005
bath towel holder
L = 650 mm

4997905*
L = 850 mm

4997105
paper holder

*Not shown Finish: 05 chrome
The items presented are just a selection of our full range of products.
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520230575
single-lever basin mixer 

524480575 
single lever bath and shower mixer
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KLUDI BALANCE

With their meticulously 
constructed smooth 
surfaces and gentle 
curves, KLUDI BALANCE 
fittings exemplify refined 
aesthetics. These fittings 
are perfect for lovers of 
original and bold designs 
who are not afraid to 
choose daring design 
elements like a concrete 

textured ceiling, darkly 
coloured wooden surfaces, 
or a sink top made of 
massive stone. In this 
striking combination of 
design and function, the 
details – such as a handle 
which seems to float 
above the mixer body – 
grab the attention. 

This perfectly made fitting will 
enchant any fan of great design. 

Large horizontal surfaces blend 
harmoniously with organic curves.

The delicate, round base of the 
handle is stunning in its form and 
functionality.

Finish: 05 chrome

KLUDI BALANCE
The shape of nature
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522980575
single-lever washbowl mixer 
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KLUDI BALANCE

BIDET

BASIN

An ideal 
combination

KLUDI BALANCE offers the perfect combination of 
aesthetics and functionality. The new s-pointer eco 
aerator and ceramic cartridges with hot water flow 
control are concealed within a beautiful form, enabling 
you to enjoy using an exquisitely designed mixer while 
conserving precious natural resources.

Wall-mounted basin mixers are 
becoming increasingly popular 
among interior designers.

Finish: 05 chrome*Not shown

522160575
single-lever bidet mixer 

522980575
single-lever washbowl mixer 
spout height lower edge = 272 mm

5210005
electronically controlled basin 
mixer 
6 V lithium battery 

5220005*
electric power supply via 230 V 
mains supply

520230575
single-lever basin mixer 

520260575*
without pop-up waste

5210505
electronically controlled pillar tap 
6 V lithium battery

5320505*
electric power supply via 230 V 
mains supply

522460575
concealed two-hole wall-mounted 
basin mixer
projection wall spout 185 mm

38242*
installation set 
for concealed two-hole wall-
mounted basin mixer

522470575
concealed two-hole wall-mounted 
basin mixer
projection wall spout 235 mm

38242*
installation set 
for concealed two-hole wall-
mounted basin mixer

522960575
single-lever washbowl mixer 
spout height lower edge = 212 mm
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527100575
single-lever shower 
mixer 

524450575
single-lever bath and 
shower mixer 

SHOWER

An optimal 
solution

An energising shower or a long relaxing bath? 
The aesthetically pleasing and functional design of 
KLUDI fittings will help you turn an ordinary bathroom 
into a stylish place to shower or bathe. 

526550575
concealed single-lever shower 
mixer

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

528350575
concealed thermostatic shower 
mixer

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

527100575
single-lever shower mixer 

352500575
thermostatic shower mixer 
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KLUDI BALANCE

527290575
concealed thermostatic 
mixer

528150575
concealed valve

528460575
three-way diverter

Perfection 
is possible

We devote considerable attention to detail, carefully 
choosing the best materials and finishes. KLUDI BALANCE 
fitting is the ideal choice for any bathroom design in which 
elegance, style and quality are the clear priorities.

Finish: 05 chrome*Not shown

528470575 
two-way diverter 
trim set

29747*
two-way diverter 
concealed unit

528150575
concealed valve
trim set

53811*
concealed valve
concealed unit

528460575 
three-way diverter 
trim set

29757*
three-way diverter 
concealed unit
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BATH

One series, many 
possibilities

Do you prefer a bold, freestanding mixer or 
a less ostentatious mixer that is discreetly 
positioned close to the wall? How about 
a combination of these options that allows 
you to use the mixer to the fullest? 

Concealed fittings – the perfect 
way to conserve space in your 
bathroom.

A single-lever bath and shower 
fitting is a perfect match for 
a freestanding bathtub.

Finish: 05 chrome
The items presented are just a selection of our full range of products.

524480575 
single-lever bath and shower mixer
three-hole tiles deck mounted 
installation

5250305
bath filler 
projection 170 mm

526570575
concealed single-lever bath and
shower mixer
protected against back flow

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

524450575
single-lever bath and shower mixer

528300575
concealed thermostatic bath and 
shower mixer

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

524470575
single-lever bath and shower mixer
three-hole tiles deck mounted 
installation
projection 220 mm

525900575
single-lever bath and shower mixer 
installation for freestanding 
bathtub

88088*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 
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KLUDI BALANCE524480575 
single-lever bath  
and shower mixer
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520239175
single-lever basin mixer 
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KLUDI BALANCE WHITE

A bathroom in white 
is ideal for people 
who value order and 
harmony. In a white 
interior, every detail 
matters – from a delicate 
heater with a chrome 
finish to accessories 
of varying shapes and 
sizes. Perfectly matched 
fittings are essential, as 

monochromeatic interiors 
in muted colours call for 
fixtures and accessories 
that complement 
the austere design. 
White mixers from the 
KLUDI BALANCE WHITE 
collection masterfully 
complete the harmonious 
atmosphere of your white 
kingdom. 

The ergonomic lever designed to 
ensure smooth and fluid operation. 

Chrome elements add a touch 
of contrast. 

The mixer‘s lever seems to float 
above the mixer body. 

Finish: 91 white/chrome

KLUDI BALANCE WHITE
Always fashionable
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522469175
concealed two-hole  
wall-mounted basin  
mixer
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KLUDI BALANCE WHITE

BIDET

BASIN

When less 
is more

Would you prefer to hide your accessories or to put them 
on display? Do you prefer flawless minimalism to the 
lived-in look? Concealed wall-mounted fittings will help 
you create an elegant interior. 

Take care of your loved ones – 
select only the highest quality and 
environmentally friendly solutions. 

Finish: 91 white/chrome*Not shown

522969175
single-lever basin mixer 
spout height lower edge = 212 mm

522989175
single-lever basin mixer 
spout height lower edge = 272 mm

5210091
electronically controlled basin 
mixer 
6 V lithium battery

5220091*
electric power supply via 230 V 
mains supply

520239175
single-lever basin mixer 

522169175
single-lever bidet mixer

520269175
single-lever basin mixer 
without pop-up waste

522469175
concealed two-hole wall-mounted 
basin mixer
projection 180 mm

38242*
installation set
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BATH

SHOWER

A masterful 
composition

Concealed fittings free up valuable space without 
sacrificing elegant design, making your evening bath 
a relaxing ritual. 

The discreet shower/bathtub 
diverter with a chrome finish 
looks beautiful against the 
white surface, while being very 
convenient and easy to use.

Finish: 91 white/chrome*Not shown

527109175
single-lever shower mixer 

526509175
concealed single-lever bath and 
shower mixer

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

524479175
single-lever bath and shower mixer
three-hole tiles deck mounted 
installation
projection 220 mm

524459175
single-lever bath and shower mixer

528359175
concealed thermostatic shower 
mixer

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

526559175
concealed single-lever shower 
mixer

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

525909175
single-lever bath and shower mixer 

88088*
concealed unit
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KLUDI BALANCE WHITE525909175
single-lever bath 
and shower mixer 

A perfect 
fit

A snow-white freestanding 
bathtub should be both 
carefully positioned in the 
room and paired with a tall, 
elegant mixer. This look will 
be especially appealing 
to lovers of organic forms 
who are inspired by nature.

The minimalist shape of the 
concealed fitting is a perfect 
option for modern interiors.

The wall-mounted bath and 
shower mixer can also serve as 
a shelf for your cosmetics.
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KLUDI BALANCE WHITE

SHOWER

6764091-00
shower set 1S
L = 900 mm

6774091-00
shower set 3S
L = 900 mm

6770043-00
hand shower 
adjustable to three spray patterns: 
volume, smooth, booster

6775091-00
bath-shower set 3S
adjustable to three spray patterns: 
volume, smooth, booster

6765091-00*
bath-shower set
with spray mode: volume

6767091-00
bath-shower set 
KLUDI FIZZ 1S hand shower 
with spray mode: volume
wall supply with shower holder

Design – function 
and form!

To create a stylistically modest interior that steers clear 
of pretension, select natural materials, muted colours, 
and simple shapes that complement each other. But do 
not forget about functional solutions for your bathroom, 
like a hand shower and a hose with anti-torsion 
functionality from KLUDI FIZZ in white series.

The shape of the KLUDI FIZZ hand 
shower looks like an open palm. 

*Not shown Finish: 91 white/chrome, 43 white
The items presented are just a selection of our full range of products.
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410260575 
single-lever basin mixer

416710575
single-lever bath 
and shower mixer

6785005-00 
bath-shower set 1S
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KLUDI AMEO

A splash of luxury and 
extravagance can spice 
up your bathroom interior. 
Make the look of this 
functional room more 
compelling by decorating 
it using tasteful tones, 
original finishes, and 
unusual details. With its 
simple, rounded form, 
the new KLUDI AMEO line 

reflects the current trend 
in modern design towards 
soft minimalism. As well as 
embodying cutting-edge 
design, the KLUDI AMEO 
line offers advanced 
functionality and a broad 
range of features – 
and at prices that will 
accommodate just about 
everyone’s budget.

The clean lines of the body 
and handle make this fitting an 
ideal component of a visually 
harmonious interior design.

The discreet markings for cold and 
hot water on the handle are small 
but important details.

The simple shape of the spout 
and the rounded form of the 
body of the KLUDI AMEO fitting 
is guaranteed to appeal to those 
who appreciate the latest design 
trends.

Finish: 05 chrome

KLUDI AMEO
A touch of luxury
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KLUDI AMEO

412980575 
single-lever 
basin mixer

BASIN

410290575 
single-lever basin mixer

410280575*
without pop-up waste

410230575 
single-lever basin mixer

410260575*
without pop-up waste

One series, 
many possibilities

Do you dream of having a washbasin that is discreetly 
embedded in the vanity? Or maybe your vision of 
a perfect bathroom interior includes a standalone 
washbasin placed on a block of stone? Regardless 
of your preferences, you will surely find a KLUDI AMEO 
mixer to complete your bathroom design.

Finish: 05 chrome*Not shown

412960575 
single-lever basin mixer
spout height lower edge = 205 mm

412980575 
single-lever basin mixer
spout height lower edge = 270 mm
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412440575
concealed two-hole 
wall-mounted basin mixer

A sip of your favourite coffee and 
a croissant will give you energy 
and lift your mood.

Each day begins in the bathroom. 
Going through your morning 
routine in a beautiful interior is 
a pleasurable way to start to 
the day.

Timeless 
design

We all love timeless 
interiors that continue to 
attract the eye even as 
fashions change. Add your 
unique decorative touch 
by arranging traditional 
ceramic tiles in a non-
standard way. A washbasin 
mixer installed on the 
wall can also provide an 
unconventional accent 
to an otherwise classic 
interior.
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KLUDI AMEO

410250575 
single-lever basin mixer

A formula 
for an original interior

Who says a bathroom has to be covered with ceramic tiles? Choose brick – a wall 
finishing that has recently become a big hit in the world of design. To create a modern 
and original interior, combine a brick facade with a tall mixer with a side handle and 
a wide base.

If you appreciate bold design, you 
will be drawn to the sleek and 
slender form of the KLUDI AMEO 
mixer. 

Finish: 05 chrome*Not shown

412160575 
single-lever bidet mixer

410250575 
single-lever basin mixer

410240575*
without pop-up waste

412440575 
concealed two-hole wall-mounted 
basin mixer
projection 185 mm

38242*
installation set

412450575 
concealed two-hole wall-mounted 
basin mixer
projection 235 mm

38242*
installation set
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KLUDI AMEO

The s-pointer eco aerator enables 
you to adjust the angle of the 
water stream, and lower your water 
consumption.

Fashionable 
ecology

Conserving water is more 
than just a way to show 
your love for the natural 
environment – it can 
save you money. These 
days, water-conserving 
technologies are available 
not just for spa resorts 
and hotels, but for home 
bathrooms as well.
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413930575
basin mixer

414240575
bath and shower mixer 
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KLUDI AMEO

Fashionable solutions do not have 
to be expensive. The KLUDI AMEO 
series combines modern design 
with an affordable price.

A balanced 
interior

White and black, wood and 
steel, modern and vintage 
elements – can one interior 
contain so many contrasts? 
Of course, it can – just add 
each element in moderation 
and choose the proper 
equipment, such as fittings 
with delicate shapes.
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413930575
basin mixer

The art of combining 
contrasts

Pastels, whites and beiges are the colours most often seen in bathrooms. Break the 
mould – create a space that is truly original by choosing distinctive textures and 
intense colours, and then complementing your bold design concept with unconventional 
furniture, lighting and designer accessories. A simple yet luxurious three-hole mixer will 
perfectly complete the look. The clean, beautiful lines of the spout and the handles are 
positively captivating in this striking space. 

A flat, elongated handle on 
a three-hole fitting or a minimalist 
pointed handle are two options 
that go well with the design of 
the KLUDI AMEO series.

413930575
basin mixer 
three-hole tiles deck mounted 
installation

413930530
basin mixer 
three-hole tiles deck mounted 
installation
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KLUDI AMEO

The merger of the subtle shape 
of the spout into the ascending 
curve of the body is a hallmark 
of KLUDI AMEO fittings.

The round dials of the 
KLUDI AMEO mixer mirror 
the cross-section of its body.

In your 
style

The design of your 
bathroom is just as 
important as the design 
of your kitchen or living 
room, and can be tailored 
to suit your individual 
taste. Choose the style, 
accessories and fixtures 
that go best with your 
lifestyle.
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414240575
bath and shower mixer

BATH

Let your bath 
last forever

An evening bath is often the only time of the day that you have all to yourself. 
A moment of relaxation with a book and the sound of calming music is a soothing way 
to end the day. KLUDI AMEO will transform your bathroom into a comfortable relaxation 
zone.

The length of the three-hole mixer 
spout – 220 mm – makes this 
solution perfect for installation 
on the wide edge of a bathtub 
or a shelf next to a tub.

414450575
single-lever bath and shower mixer

416710575
single-lever bath and shower mixer

414470575
single-lever bath and shower mixer
three-hole tiles deck mounted 
installation
projection 220 mm

414480575
single-lever bath and shower mixer
three-hole tiles deck mounted 
installation
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KLUDI AMEO

Finish: 05 chrome*Not shown

Invisible 
perfection

KLUDI AMEO fittings come equipped with the most advanced technologies, 
such as a reliable ceramic cartridge, backflow protection, and the new s-pointer 
eco areator that allows you to adjust the water flow and limit it to 6l/min. The 
KLUDI AMEO mixer is also available with an easy-to-use ergonomic handle and 
a concealed thermostatic option. The choice is yours. 

The shower/bathtub diverter 
embedded in the curve of 
the spout is almost perfectly 
concealed.

418300575
concealed thermostatic bath and 
shower mixer

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

4150505
bath filler
projection 170 mm

414240575
bath and shower mixer 
four-hole tiles deck mounted 
installation
projection 220 mm

414240530
bath and shower mixer 
four-hole tiles deck mounted 
installation
projection 220 mm

416500575 
concealed single-lever bath and 
shower mixer

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

416570575 
concealed single-lever bath and 
shower mixer 
protected against back flow

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 
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418350575
concealed thermostatic 
shower mixer

The wall-mounted fittings have 
the same lines as the rest of 
the KLUDI AMEO series.

A wall-mounted shower mixer with 
a convenient side handle is an 
innovative solution that ensures 
comfort.

A beautiful 
form

An elegant fitting can 
improve the appearance 
of any shower cabin. 
Striking shapes, elements 
hidden inside the wall, and 
designer dials can dress 
up an otherwise ordinary 
shower system.
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KLUDI AMEO

417100575
single-lever shower mixer

6774005-00
shower set 3S 

416750575
single-lever shower mixer

6774005-00
shower set 3S

SHOWER

*Not shown

Ergonomics 
are the priority

Regardless of which shower mixer you choose, you will 
find it easy to use thanks to the convenient switches, 
clear markings and precise dials for regulating water flow 
and temperature. These features will ensure that your 
bath or shower is safe and comfortable.

Finish: 05 chrome
The items presented are just a selection of our full range of products.

416550575
concealed single-lever shower 
mixer

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

418350575
concealed thermostatic shower 
mixer

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

417100575
single-lever shower mixer 

416750575
single-lever shower mixer 
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420230578
single-lever basin mixer 
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KLUDI BINGO STAR

In traditional architecture, 
an arch is a symbol of 
technical excellence and 
aesthetic perfection. Can 
you incorporate an arch 
into a modern interior? 
Of course! To soften a raw 
design, introduce soft, 
slightly curved shapes. 

These details instantly 
bring a warm and cosy 
feel to a modern bathroom 
dominated by glass and 
concrete. The subtle shape 
of the KLUDI BINGO STAR 
spout adds a classic touch 
to a sleek, minimalist 
interior. A tall rotary spout significantly 

increases the space around the 
washbasin. Depending on your 
needs, you can choose a 360° 
swivelling spout or a model that 
can be turned 30° to each side. 

The ergonomic side handle makes 
the fitting easy to operate. 

The cache cascade aerator hidden 
in the fitting aerates the water and 
reduces the water flow to 5l/min.

Finish: 05 chrome

KLUDI BINGO STAR
A star in your bathroom
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420230578
single-lever basin mixer 
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KLUDI BINGO STAR

BASIN

420230578
single-lever basin mixer 
swivelling spout 360°

420300578
single-lever basin mixer 
swivelling spout with stop device 
30°/30°

The guest 
bathroom

When designing a small bathroom, select fixtures 
that allow you to take full advantage of the limited 
space available. KLUDI BINGO STAR matched with 
KLUDI A-XES accessories is a formula for consistent 
and functional design. Try it out for yourself!

Finish: 05 chrome 79



322600575
single-lever basin mixer XL
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KLUDI OBJEKTA

Despite being subtle and discreet, 
the mixer pulls together the design 
of your bathroom. 

It is a universal formula 
for a beautiful bathroom 
interior: serene tones, hints 
of light-grained natural 
wood, and meticulously 
matched fixtures. 
The KLUDI OBJEKTA line 
is ideal for people who love 

subtle forms and simple, 
bright designs. With its 
perfectly shaped handle, 
classic spout and smooth 
lines, this fitting blends 
seamlessly into the calm 
atmosphere of a natural 
bathroom interior. 

The soft, clear line of the spout 
attracts the eye.

Thanks to its organic shape, 
the handle is easy to use. 

Finish: 05 chrome

KLUDI OBJEKTA
Universal and beautiful
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BASIN

For the whole 
family

One mixer for many users? A fitting used by the whole family needs to satisfy 
everyone’s needs. Choose a universal yet tailor-made solution. 

320230575 
single-lever basin mixer

320240575*
without pop-up waste

324160575
single-lever bidet mixer

322600575
single-lever basin mixer XL 
spout height lower edge = 160 mm

322330575
single-lever basin mixer 

322350575*
flow rate 5 l/min

322320575*
flow rate 2 l/min
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KLUDI OBJEKTA

BATH

SHOWER

*Not shown

Everything 
works perfectly!

A carefully designed bathroom in white and wood 
needs some matching fittings. Concealed mixers 
in both the bathtub and the shower zone are the 
perfect choice for a sleek and elegant interior. 

For maximum safety, choose a thermostatic mixer with a surface that 
does not heat up. This feature is especially important if the shower is used 
by children or older people.

Finish: 05 chrome
The items presented are just a selection of our full range of products.

326550575
concealed single-lever shower 
mixer

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

326500575
concealed single-lever bath and
shower mixer

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit

358350538
concealed thermostatic shower 
mixer

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

358300538
concealed thermostatic bath and
shower mixer

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit

327640575
single-lever shower mixer 

326530575
single-lever bath and shower mixer

352000538
thermostatic shower mixer
50% water consumption 
regulation

352010538
thermostatic bath and shower
mixer
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382450576
concealed two-hole  
wall-mounted basin mixer

385330576
single-lever bidet mixer
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KLUDI BOZZ

A KLUDI BOZZ fitting is 
a great choice for lovers 
of balanced, economical 
and minimalist designs. 
The masterfully crafted 
line and cylindrical shape 

of the spout is ideally 
suited to modern luxurious 
interiors in which the 
emphasis is on the fine 
details. 

The KLUDI BOZZ mixer is the first 
choice for all interiors inspired by 
lofts.

The discreet marking for cold and 
hot water is seamlessly integrated 
into the chrome-finished body.

The meticulously designed profile 
of the spout prevents water from 
spraying. 

Finish: 05 chrome

KLUDI BOZZ
The essence of minimalism
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383930576
basin mixer

BASIN

Great 
potential

Open spaces, permeable surfaces – contemporary bathroom designs place a strong 
emphasis on freedom of choice. A three-hole mixer is the perfect solution for a large 
washbasin with a spacious vanity. With its tall slender spout and delicate handles, 
the mixer blends perfectly with the ceramics.

Choose the handle shape you 
want. Do you prefer a cross-
shaped or a straight handle? 
Which one suits you best? 

381450576
concealed two-hole wall-mounted 
basin mixer
projection 180 mm

381450520*
cross-shaped handles

381460576*
projection 230 mm

381460520*
cross-shaped handles

383930576
basin mixer 
three-hole assembling 
solid lever

383930520*
cross-shaped handles

382910576
single-lever basin mixer 

382920576*
flow rate 5 l/min

382960576
single-lever basin mixer 
spout height lower edge = 234 mm
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KLUDI BOZZ

382450576
concealed two-hole 
wall-mounted basin mixer

380160530 
pillar tap with head  
part control unit

BIDET

In praise 
of simplicity

Wall-mounted mixers are a must in modern, minimalist 
interiors. The details are reduced to a bare minimum, and 
the water flow can be activated simply by turning the end 
of the spout.

Finish: 05 chrome*Not shown

382440576
concealed two-hole wall-mounted 
basin mixer
projection 180 mm
382450576*
projection 230 mm
38243*
installation set

380160530 
pillar tap with head part control 
unit

380180530 
wall-mounted pillar valve
projection 185 mm

380170530*
projection 110 mm

385330576
single-lever bidet mixer
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386500576
concealed single-lever bath 
and shower mixer

A refreshing 
shower

Do you prefer a standard 
shower or a luxuriously 
wide head shower? 
Regardless of your choice, 
you will never want 
to leave the cabin. 

KLUDI ROTEXA MULTI is an 
excellent choice for lovers of 
minimalist design (find out more 
on page 148).

Filling your bathtub through the 
overflow allows you to get rid of 
a traditional spout.
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KLUDI BOZZ

Multitasking – a marker of 
our times

In a minimalist bathroom, the fixtures often serve more than 
one function. The KLUDI BOZZ hygienic set gives your wall-
mounted toilet the additional functionality of a bidet. 

The hand shower of the hygienic 
set fits your hand like a glove, and 
the convenient button allows you 
to turn the water flow on and off.

BATH

SHOWER

*Not shown Finish: 05 chrome
The items presented are just a selection of our full range of products.

388310576
single-lever shower mixer 

352030538
thermostatic shower mixer 

386550576
concealed single-lever shower 
mixer

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

386910576
single-lever bath and shower mixer

386500576
concealed single-lever bath and 
shower mixer

386570576*
protected against back flow

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

384240576
bath and shower mixer 
four-hole tiles deck mounted 
installation
projection 220 mm

384240520*
cross-shaped handles
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482980565
single-lever basin mixer 100
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KLUDI ZENTA SL
The new aesthetics

When circles and  
rectangles merge, the  
result bears the name 
KLUDI ZENTA SL. The 
gentle meeting of funda-
mental geometrical forms 
creates a new, light look 
for washbasins, bathtubs 

and showers. Formally 
sophisticated down to the 
very last detail, ZENTA SL 
presents an archetypal
fitting design with flowing 
transitions between the 
body, spout and lever.

The streamlined silhouette of the 
fitting line suits bathroom  
ceramics and furniture with a 
delicate character.

Archetypal. Consistent, unbroken 
lines accompanied by soft tran- 
sitions, the perfected contours are 
an expression of masterly manu-
facturing quality.

Finish: 05 chrome

KLUDI ZENTA SL

The fitting with control elements 
at the side is cast in a single part 
and swivels.

NEW
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482980565
single-lever basin mixer 100
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Symbiosis in its
most beautiful

KLUDI ZENTA SL

BASIN

Elegant curves contrast with strict lines and
emphasises their geometric clarity – a masterpiece
of industrial manufacturing quality. Utmost
precision and craftsmanship is required here to
ensure that soft radii and precise edges harmonise
with high-gloss surfaces. Hand-finished contours
encased in tangibly smooth chrome bring joy  
with each use day after day, every time.

482600565
single-lever basin mixer 75
spout height lower edge = 75 mm
with pop-up waste

482620565*
without pop-up waste

482770565
single-lever basin mixer 75
spout height lower edge = 75 mm
for use with displacement heaters

482660565
single-lever basin mixer 75
spout height lower edge = 75 mm
PUSH-OPEN drain valve

482630565
single-lever basin mixer 75
spout height lower edge = 75 mm
Centre position cold water EcoPlus
with pop-up waste

482980565
single-lever basin mixer 100
spout height lower edge = 100 mm
PUSH-OPEN drain valve

482900565
single-lever basin mixer 100
spout height lower edge = 100 mm
with pop-up waste

482920565*
without pop-up waste

Finish: 05 chrome*Not shown

Premium, limescale-repellent aerators make it easier to care for and ensure 
a gentle flow of water at all times. The EcoPlus version with a spout height of 
75 mm saves energy by reducing hot water consumption.
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The look of KLUDI ZENTA SL
emanates from its form

The streamlined and minimalist design language of the fitting series is inspired by 
delicate design, a new trend in bathroom design. Thanks to its elegant purism, visible 
above all in the flat silhouette of the spout, KLUDI ZENTA SL blends perfectly into every 
timeless urban décor.

482980565
single-lever basin mixer 100

BASIN

480280565
single-lever basin mixer
spout height lower edge = 220 mm

480270565
single-lever basin mixer
spout height lower edge = 220 mm
with pop-up waste

482560565
single-lever basin mixer
spout height lower edge = 240 mm
without pop-up waste

482470565
concealed washbasin two hole
wall-mounted single lever mixer
projection = 180 mm

38242*
installation set

Finish: 05 chrome*Not shown94



482470565
concealed washbasin two 
hole wall-mounted single 
lever mixer

KLUDI ZENTA SL
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VersatilityPlus

BATH

KLUDI ZENTA SL offers solutions for every bathroom application and room size.  
The cartridge, the heart of a fitting, was set towards the back for the bathtub and 
shower fittings. That gives you more space, even in small spaces.

486500565
concealed single-lever bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit

486570565
concealed single-lever  
bath and shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit 
protected against backflow

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit

4860005
bath filler
wall mounting
projection = 170 mm

486700565
single-lever bath and shower mixer
with automatic switching:
shower/bathtub

Finish: 05 chrome*Not shown96



KLUDI ZENTA SL

SHOWER

488700565
single-lever shower mixer

486550565
concealed single-lever shower 
mixer
concealed valve with functional 
unit

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit
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382570575 
single-lever basin mixer
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KLUDI ZENTA

The KLUDI ZENTA line was 
created for people who 
place the highest value 
on order and clean design. 
In a well-organised interior, 
each shape is masterfully 
aligned with every detail, 
and each element is 
perfectly coordinated 

with every other element. 
A KLUDI ZENTA fitting 
will easily complement 
a geometric interior design, 
while providing a striking 
contrast in a modern and 
slightly minimalist design 
scheme full of white tones 
and wood. The KLUDI ZENTA has an ideal 

form made up of geometric 
shapes – circles and squares.

The elegant, balanced and 
dignified lines of the fitting 
blend perfectly with a minimalist 
bathroom interior.

The circle that finishes the handle 
can be complemented with 
another element in the interior. 
How about a round washbasin?

Finish: 05 chrome

KLUDI ZENTA
The formula for a beautiful interior
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BASIN

382500575
single-lever basin mixer 
382500575W*
flow rate 4.8 l/min
382520575*
flow rate 2 l/min
382510575*
without pop-up waste

382640575 
single-lever basin mixer
spout height lower edge = 120 mm

382650575* 
without pop-up waste

382570575 
single-lever basin mixer
spout height lower edge = 258 mm

382450575
concealed two-hole wall-mounted 
basin mixer
projection 230 mm

382440575*
projection 180 mm

38243*
installation set

Choose the best 
model

Design your bathroom with bold shapes. The strong 
lines of a hanging cabinet paired with an eye-catching 
standalone washbasin and a beautiful, slender mixer 
come together to create a subtle but stunning white 
interior.

382570575 
single-lever basin mixer

382440575
concealed two-hole 
wall-mounted basin mixer
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KLUDI ZENTAKLUDI ZENTA

*Not shown Finish: 05 chrome
The items presented are just a selection of our full range of products.

An icon of style
A perfect combination for a luxurious interior

Combining classic design with functionality, this striking three-hole mixer lends 
elegance to your bathroom by calling to mind iconic styles of the past. 

Regardless of whether you choose 
a wall-mounted or a standalone 
mixer, you have the option of 
selecting an electronic function 
that allows you turn the water 
on with a gentle flick of your hand.

420250575 
single-lever basin mixer

420260575*
without pop-up waste

383930575 
basin mixer 
solid lever

3810005
electronically contolled basin 
mixer
with temperature control handle
9V alkaline battery

3820005* 
powered by 230 V mains supply

3840005
electronically contolled basin 
mixer
with temperature control handle
projection 240 mm

3850005* 
projection 190 mm

Required accessories:
concealed electronic body 38001 
or 38002

383930575 
basin mixer 
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Volume jet
A wide spray provides a strong 
and refreshing energy boost.

Booster
Feel the tension leaving your body 
as the water works its magic.

Smooth spray
If you prefer to wake up gently, 
choose the soft, aerated spray 
in your morning shower. 

386500575
concealed single-lever bath 
and shower mixer

6075005-00
bath-shower set 2S

6306105-00
wall supply 
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384470575
single-lever bath and shower mixer
three-hole tiles deck mounted 
installation
projection 220 mm

384460575*
projection 140 mm

384240575
bath and shower mixer
four-hole tiles deck mounted 
installation
projection 220 mm

35101..38
thermostatic bath and shower 
mixer

386500575
concealed single-lever bath and 
shower mixer

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

388700575
single-lever shower mixer 

351000538
thermostatic shower mixer 

386700575
single-lever bath and shower mixer

388300545
concealed thermostatic bath and 
shower mixer

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

Bathroom 
rituals

A perfectly designed bathroom always includes space for 
a bathtub. Just fill the tub with hot water, pour in some 
essential oils and dive deep into the foam – an aromatic 
bath that rejuvenates your body and soul can become 
a soothing ritual at the end of a long and busy day.

The HotStop function in 
a thermostatic mixer ensures that 
the water temperature remains 
stable and prevents scalding 
(for more information see p. 12).

BATH

SHOWER
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KLUDI ZENTA

6063005-00
shower set 1S
L = 600 mm

6064005-00*
shower set 1S
L = 900 mm

6073005-00
shower set 2S
L = 600 mm

6074005-00*
shower set 2S
L = 900 mm

*Not shown

SHOWER

6083005-00
shower set 3S
L = 600 mm

6084005-00*
L = 900 mm

6075005-00
bath-shower set 2S

6065005-00*
bath-shower set 1S

6609005-00
KLUDI ZENTA Dual Shower System
head shower 200 mm
hand shower 2S
KLUDI SUPARAFLEX hose 
1600 mm

6080005-00
hand shower 3S
adjustable to three spray patterns: 
volume, smooth, booster

6070005-00*
hand shower 2S
adjustable to two spray patterns:
volume, smooth

6060005-00
hand shower 1S
with spray mode: volume

388350545
concealed thermostatic shower 
mixer

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

386550575
concealed single-lever shower 
mixer

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

Finish: 05 chrome
The items presented are just a selection of our full range of products.
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382518675
single-lever basin mixer 



KLUDI ZENTA BLACK&WHITE

Do you feel drawn to 
distinctive and strong 
combinations of colours 
and geometric forms? 
If you are not afraid 
of making bold design 
choices, consider the 
option of a black-and-
white colour scheme. 

By providing electrifying 
contrasts of black and 
white circles and squares, 
the KLUDI ZENTA 
BLACK&WHITE fittings 
prove that when it 
comes to design, nothing 
is impossible. 

To create a cohesive design, 
ensure that the black fitting is 
complemented by other details 
in the same colour. 

Pure white creates a feeling 
of cleanliness and freshness, while 
chrome accents can make any 
shape look bright and shiny.

Finish: 86 black/chrome, 91 white/chrome

KLUDI ZENTA BLACK&WHITE
Black on white
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38251..75
single-lever basin mixer 
without pop-up waste

38530..75
single-lever bidet mixer

38260..75
single-lever basin mixer XL 

38250..75
single-lever basin mixer 

Combining 
elements

Does the bathroom have a colour scheme dominated 
by black? Break the monotony with shower fixtures in 
pristine white. Is the bathtub white as snow? A black 
mixer can provide a bold accent. The final result will 
be astonishing.

382519175
single-lever basin mixer 

386708675
single-lever bath and shower 
mixer

6080086-00
hand shower 
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KLUDI ZENTA BLACK&WHITE

38670..75
single-lever bath and shower mixer

38650..75
concealed single-lever bath and 
shower mixer

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

60650..-00
bath-shower set 1S

35101..38
thermostatic bath and shower 
mixer

*Not shown

6085091-00
shower set 3S
L = 900 mm

60840..-00
shower set 3S
L = 900 mm

35100..38
thermostatic shower mixer 

60800..-00
hand shower 3S
adjustable to three spray patterns: 
volume, smooth, booster

60600..-00
hand shower 1S
with spray mode: volume

6066091-00
bath-shower set 1S

38870..75
single-lever shower mixer 

38655..75
concealed single-lever shower 
mixer

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

SHOWER

BATH

.. = Finish: 86 black/chrome, 91 white/chrome
The items presented are just a selection of our full range of products.
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A bathtub or shower zone with 
dark walls is the ultimate in 
elegance. Break the monotony of 
the black tones with white fixtures. 

Bathroom interiors in darker 
colours have recently become 
fashionable. Will you give this 
daring option a try?

Opposites 
attract

Do you go along with the 
old saying that opposites 
attract? If you agree that 
differences are the spice 
of life, choose contrasting 
decorative elements – 
including in your bathroom.
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351008638
thermostatic shower mixer 

6084086-00
shower set 3S

KLUDI ZENTA BLACK&WHITE
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402900575
single lever basin mixer
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KLUDI Pure&Style
Modern elegance

KLUDI Pure&Style

Appealing airiness. The dynamic 
angle of the fitting gives the  
design its fresh and light character.

… with the award-winning wash- 
basin fitting.

The KLUDI Pure&Style single 
lever washbasin mixer wins 
the internationally renowned 
Red Dot Award for 2018. The 
award is confirmation of the 
series’ exacting standards for 
design, function and quality. The 
straight-lined, yet gently curved 
look of the SoftEdge design
includes functional properties 
and provides creative freedom.

KLUDI Pure&Style 
combines top-class design
with outstanding func- 
tional characteristics. 
The elegant fittings line 
blends in well with modern 
interior design styles and 

is excellent proof that 
style does not depend on 
budget. KLUDI Pure&Style 
is a stylish fitting series 
that is indispensable 
for planning modern 
bathrooms.

Perfectly designed. A stylish 
bathtub solution, its design 
harmonizing perfectly...

Finish: 05 chrome 113



The aerator is limescale-resistant, 
economical in consumption and 
discretely integrated. It is also easy 
to clean.

Variety with class

Great variety that takes 
all bathroom styles into 
account. KLUDI Pure&Style 
offers the right fitting for 
any situation. The single 
lever washbasin mixer 
has a water-conserving 

aerator that reduces 
water flow by half. With 
its straight lines and soft 
curves, the soft-edge 
design provides creative 
freedom in a modern 
bathroom setting.

403850575
single-lever basin mixer
spout height= 60 mm
with metal pop-up waste

403820575
single-lever basin mixer
spout height lower edge = 75 mm
with metal pop-up waste

400280575*
without pop-up waste

402900575
single-lever basin mixer
spout height= 100 mm
with metal pop-up waste

402920575*
without pop-up waste

402960575 
single-lever basin mixer
spout height lower edge = 215 mm

NEW

BASIN
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KLUDI Pure&Style403930575
basin mixer three-hole tiles deck
mounted installation

400250575
single-lever basin mixer
with metal pop-up waste

400240575*
without pop-up waste

403930575
basin mixer three-hole tiles deck
mounted installation
rigid spout
with metal pop-up waste

402160575
single-lever bidet mixer
with metal pop-up waste

BIDET

*Not shown Finish: 05 chrome 115



404250575
single-lever bath and shower mixer



KLUDI Pure&Style

BATH

406810575
single-lever bath and shower mixer

404250575
bath and shower mixer DN 15
four-hole tiles deck mounted
installation
projection 220 mm

406500575
concealed single lever bath
and shower mixer
concealed valve with
functional unit

88011
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit DN 20

406570575
concealed single lever bath
and shower mixer
concealed valve with
functional unit
protected against backflow

88011
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit DN 20
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SHOWER
406550575

concealed single-lever
shower mixer

Dream shower  
with a system

Wellness experience with soft rain spray from above or  
a quick refreshing jump in the shower in between?  
KLUDI Shower systems leave no dream shower unfulfilled.

408410575
single-lever shower mixer DN 15

406550575
concealed single-lever
shower mixer
concealed valve with
functional unit

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit DN 20
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342920575
single-lever basin mixer 100
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KLUDI Pure&Solid

KLUDI Pure&Solid
Expressive ergonomics

The classic, timeless design 
of KLUDI Pure&Solid has 
an expressive character. 
With their ergonomic 
considerations, the fittings 
prove themselves as solid 
workpieces of the highest 

manufacturing quality.  
The classic, timeless design 
balances elegance with 
most furnishing styles 
– whether modern or 
conventional.

The subtly integrated aerator is 
reliably resistant to limescale and 
saves water.

… and thus lets its presence be felt 
in the bathroom atmosphere.

KLUDI Pure&Solid is in perfect 
harmony with angular and round 
shapes … 

Finish: 05 chrome 121



BIDET

Design and ergonomics of  
KLUDI Pure&Solid go hand in  
hand. The perfectly designed  
lever ensures easy and comforta-
ble operation.

Compelling elegance

The premium character 
of Pure&Solid makes 
a special impact and 
projects the functional 
reliability expected by 
many customers. It is thus 
no wonder that it blends 

smoothly with all shapes 
in the bathroom setting 
– whether they be round 
or angular. This simplifies 
bathroom planning 
enormously.

BASIN

343850575
single-lever basin mixer
spout height = 60 mm
with metal pop-up waste

340250575
single-lever basin mixer
with metal pop-up waste

340240575*
without pop-up waste

343940575
basin mixer three-hole tiles deck
mounted installation DN 15
rigid spout
with metal pop-up waste

342160575
single-lever bidet mixer
with metal pop-up waste 

343820575
single-lever basin mixer
spout height = 75 mm
with metal pop-up waste

340280575*
without pop-up waste

342760575
single-lever basin mixer
spout height = 75 mm
for use with displacement
heaters
with metal pop-up waste

342900575
single-lever basin mixer
spout height = 100 mm
with metal pop-up waste

342920575*
without pop-up waste

*Not shown Finish: 05 chrome122



KLUDI Pure&Solid343940575
basin mixer three-hole tiles deck
mounted installation
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342900575
single-lever basin mixer 100

346810575
single-lever bath
and shower mixer

BATH

346810575
single-lever bath
and shower mixer

346570575
concealed single lever bath
and shower mixer
concealed valve with
functional unit
protected against backflow

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit DN 20

346500575
concealed single-lever bath
and shower mixer
concealed valve with
functional unit

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit DN 20

344230575
single-lever bath
and shower mixer
for four-hole tiles deck
mounted installation
projection= 220 mm
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KLUDI Pure&Solid

KLUDI FreiRaum creates space in 
bathrooms: The fitting angled
towards the side of the bathtub 
makes it easier to top up a bath 
with hot water.
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KLUDI Pure&Solid attracts  
people who have their feet firmly 

on the ground and set store by 
reliable, solid quality

Solid quality

The high-quality materials of the fittings and their solid 
workmanship give users a great feeling and confirm they
have made the right decision.
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KLUDI Pure&Solid

Three settings for the water jet 
and smooth height adjustability 
of the handheld shower ensure a 
comfortable showering experience 
for every user.

348410575
single-lever shower mixer

SHOWER

346550575
concealed single-lever
shower mixer
concealed valve with
functional unit

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit DN 20

348410575
single-lever shower mixer
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370280565
single-lever basin mixer
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Pure white symbolises classy 
restraint. The white surface looks 
particularly elegant in bright
bathrooms.

KLUDI Pure&Easy

KLUDI Pure&Easy
Straightforward airiness

KLUDI Pure&Easy 
represents a reduced 
design that can be 
seamlessly integrated into 
modern bathroom style. 
This versatility is what 
makes the fittings so

well-liked. An expressive 
feature of KLUDI 
Pure&Easy: The dynamic 
angle of the fitting gives 
the design its fresh
and light character.

The dynamic angle of the fitting 
gives the design its fresh and 
young character …

... and ease of use that quickly 
catches on.

*Not shown Finish: 05 chrome 129



BASIN

Pure freshness  
that brings joy

KLUDI Pure&Easy is straightforward for bathroom design 
too, with optimal variants that take numerous application
situations into account. The line of fittings impresses users 
afresh every day. It is of top-class quality that is clear and 
evident every day. It’s great to have something you can  
rely on.

372820565
single-lever basin mixer
spout height = 70 mm
with plastic pop-up waste

373820565*
with metal pop-up waste

370280565
single-lever basin mixer
spout height = 70 mm
without pop-up waste

372890565
single-lever basin mixer
spout height= 70 mm
centre position cold water
EcoPlus
with metal pop-up waste

372850565
single-lever basin mixer
spout height = 60 mm
with plastic pop-up waste

373850565*
with metal pop-up waste
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KLUDI Pure&Easy

Clear red and blue markings help 
the little ones learn to use water 
properly.

371900565
single-lever basin mixer
spout height = 100 mm
with plastic pop-up waste

372900565*
with metal pop-up waste

372920565
single-lever basin mixer
spout height = 100 mm
without pop-up waste

372760565
single-lever basin mixer
spout height =70 mm
for use with displacement
heaters
with metal pop-up waste

372750565*
without pop-up waste

372860565
single-lever basin mixer
spout height = 70 mm
flow rate: 2 l/min
with plastic pop-up waste

Efficient and easy  
to care for

The particularly highly efficient washbasin fitting with 
EcoPlus technology conserves water and energy by 
reducing hot water consumption. The KLUDI GlanzVoll 
surface makes Pure&Easy so easy to care for and gives  
it a brilliant look.

BIDET

372840565
single-lever basin mixer
spout height = 70 mm
public lever arm 120 mm

372870565*
clinic lever 180 mm

372590565
single-lever basin mixer
spout height= 100 mm
with hand-shower
shower holder

370230565
single-lever basin mixer
with metal pop-up waste

370240565*
without pop-up waste

375330565
single-lever bidet mixer
with metal pop-up waste

NEW

*Not shown Finish: 05 chrome 131



376810565
single lever bath and shower mixer
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375920565
single lever bath and shower mixer 
DN 15
distance from centre to  
centre = 45 mm
with hand shower 
 
375910565*
without hand shower

376810565
single lever bath and shower mixer

KLUDI Pure&Easy

BATH

376570565
concealed single lever bath
and shower mixer
concealed valve with
functional unit, protected
against backflow

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit DN 20

376500565
concealed single lever bath
and shower mixer
concealed valve with
functional unit

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit DN 20
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SHOWER

KLUDI Pure&Easy

The showering experience
with KLUDI FreiRaum

The minimal space requirements of the concealed and 
surface-mounted fittings mean more space, even in small 
showers and bathtubs.

376550565
concealed single-lever
shower mixer
concealed valve with
functional unit

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit DN 20

378410565
single-lever shower mixer

*Not shown Finish: 05 chrome 135



Perfect white lends the feeling of purity and

freshness a new level of intensity. Subtle  

chrome highlights add sheen to the white  

surfaces. The gentle colour minimalism high-

lights the lightness of the shape.

White for trend- 
conscious projects

BASIN

BIDET BATH SHOWER

Available finish: 91 white/chrome

375339165
single-lever bidet mixer
with metal pop-up waste

376819165
single-lever bath and
shower mixer

378419165
single-lever shower mixer

373829165
single-lever basin mixer
DN 15
spout height = 70 mm
with metal pop-up waste

370289165
single-lever basin mixer
DN 15
spout height = 70 mm
without pop-up waste

372909165
single-lever basin mixer
DN 15
spout height = 100 mm
with metal pop-up waste

372929165
single-lever basin mixer
DN 15
spout height = 100 mm
without pop-up waste
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378419165
single-lever shower mixer

KLUDI Pure&Easy
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KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
Maximum flexibility

A concealed module is a universal and robust solution. 
With its exceptional technical parameters, the module 
is the perfect choice for investment properties and for 
homes. Made from the highest quality materials, the 
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX works with almost all wall-mounted 
KLUDI fittings.

The functionality and quality 
of the KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX are 
widely recognised: the module has 
received both the  PLUS X Award 
and the BEST PRODUCT OF THE 
YEAR 2012 title. 

88011
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

7300600-00
concealed extension set for trim 
set
L = 30 mm

7400100-00
adapter for KLUDI
FLEX.BOXX single-lever 
thermostatic mixer 
(cold and hot water supply hoses 
reversed)

7458000-00 
adapter for KLUDI FLEX.BOXX 
single-lever mixer 
(cold and hot water supply hoses 
reversed)
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KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX508300565
concealed thermostatic bath 
and shower mixer

The KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX concealed 
module is compatible with 
the majority of KLUDI fittings.

Time is not a problem! You 
can select your wall-mounted 
elements at any time after 
installing the concealed module.

The KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX can 
help you conserve space in your 
shower cabin, and is an especially 
attractive solution if you value 
minimalist and modern design.
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388120538
concealed thermostatic 
shower mixer

KLUDI PUSH
The touch of water

You will never again have to wait to take a relaxing bath or an energising 
shower! Set the desired water temperature with the easy-to-use 
thermostat, and then turn on a warm, uniform flow of water with just 
a single push of a button. The intuitive design makes this compact 
fitting incredibly easy to operate. 

Choose a model with or without 
a thermostat, and, depending 
on the number of water sources 
you wish to use, with one or two 
buttons.

388010538
concealed thermostatic shower 
mixer
with push-button on/off control
for one outlet

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

388020538
concealed thermostatic shower 
mixer
with push-button on/off control
for one outlet

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

388110538
concealed thermostatic shower 
mixer
with push-button on/off control
for two outlets

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

388120538
concealed thermostatic shower 
mixer
with push-button on/off control
for two outlets

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 
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KLUDI PUSH

388110538
concealed thermostatic 
shower mixer

386110538
concealed mixer

*Not shown

Geometric 
order

Pair a square head shower with a square KLUDI PUSH fitting. Round fixtures 
also go well together. The KLUDI PUSH fitting has an ergonomic dial with 
clear markings for hot and cold water, and a HotStop safety function that 
allows you to set the maximum water temperature at 38°C.

Finish: 05 chrome
The items presented are just a selection of our full range of products.

386010538
concealed single-lever shower 
mixer
with push-button on/off control
for one outlet

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

386020538
concealed single-lever shower 
mixer
with push-button on/off control
for one outlet

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

386110538
concealed single-lever shower 
mixer
with push-button on/off control
for two outlets

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

386120538
concealed single-lever shower 
mixer
with push-button on/off control
for two outlets

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 
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4897605
liquid soap dispenser

4897505
glass holder

4897705
double towel holder

382450576
concealed two-hole  
wall-mounted basin  
mixer
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KLUDI A-XES

In designing your 
bathroom, do not forget 
the accessories, which 
add vital stylistic touches 
to the interior, while also 

providing you with places 
to store your cosmetics, 
toiletries and small 
appliances.

A bathroom should be more than 
the place where you go through 
the motions of your morning 
routine. With a collection of 
essential oils and scented creams 
your bathroom can be easily 
converted into your own private 
spa resort.

For comfort and convenience, 
the toothbrush holder should be 
mounted next to the washbasin. 

The elegant, chrome-finished 
handle beautifully complements 
the other fixtures in your 
bathroom. 

Finish: 05 chrome

KLUDI A-XES
Infinite possibilities
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ACCESSORIES

Beauty is 
in the details

Details are essential to your design. After carefully 
selecting all of the equipment and fittings, you should 
devote just as much attention to your choice of various 
bathroom accessories – as in any meticulously planned 
design, even the tiniest details matter.

4898505
soap dish
satin glass

4897505
glass holder
satin glass

4897605
liquid soap dispenser
satin glass

4898405
hook
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KLUDI A-XES

There are a few things you use 
all the time in the bathroom – 
a soap dispenser and a toothbrush 
holder are the most important 
accessories in the washbasin area.

Finish: 05 chrome
The items presented are just a selection of our full range of products.

4898805
double towel rail 
L = 550 mm

4898905
towel rack
L = 600 mm

4898005
bath towel holder 
L = 650 mm

4898605
sponge basket

4898705
corner sponge basket

4897205
spare toilet paper holder

4897105
paper holder

4897405
toilet brush holder
satin glass

4898105
bath handle
L = 350 mm

4897705
towel holder
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In a small bathroom you may 
find space for a shower cabin or 
a bathtub with a curtain or a glass 
panel.

The shower does not have to be 
installed in a cabin – you can 
design your shower enclosure, 
taking advantage of the curves 
and niches of the existing 
bathroom walls.

Choose 
comfort

Does a bathroom need 
to have a bathtub, or will 
a shower stall do? It is 
often said that a bathtub 
is the best choice for 
a large bathroom, while 
a shower is preferable in 
a smaller space. But does 
the size of the bathroom 
really have to dictate the 
choice? 
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The ultimate in relaxation – it is 
only two steps from the bathtub 
to your bedroom.

Use the same colours in the 
combined interiors. If the bedroom 
is decorated in muted tones, 
carry these colours over to 
the bathroom.

Relaxation 
zone

A bathroom right next 
to your bedroom? If you 
appreciate comfort and 
convenience, this option 
may be right for you. 
To take this idea a step 
further, consider combining 
your bathroom with the 
bedroom. When designing 
this kind of interior, keep in 
mind that the two rooms 
should be treated as 
a single entity, rather than 
as two separate spaces.
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2131500-00
KLUDI ROTEXA MULTI
bath filling, waste and overflow set 
G 1 1/2
pre-installation set

7182605-00
KLUDI ROTEXA MULTI
bath filling, waste and overflow
trim set

7182605-00
KLUDI ROTEXA MULTI

Candles, calm music and a glass of your favourite wine – the perfect setting for 
relaxation. Thanks to the KLUDI ROTEXA line, nothing will disturb you while you 
are enjoying this long-awaited moment of rest and meditation in your bathroom. 
As KLUDI ROTEXA MULTI allows you to fill the bathtub using the overflow, there 
is no spout to obstruct your freedom of movement or bother you during your bath.

KLUDI ROTEXA
Time to relax

The s-pointer aerator allows 
the water to flow down the side 
of the bathtub in total silence. 
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KLUDI ROTEXA

21040000-00
KLUDI ROTEXA 2000
pop-up and overflow set G 1 1/2
pre-installation set

2140605-00
KLUDI ROTEXA 2000
pop-up and overflow set G 1 1/2

7106605-00
KLUDI ROTEXA 2000
pop-up and overflow set
trim set

2140705-00
KLUDI ROTEXA 2000
pop-up and overflow set G 1 1/2

7106605-00
KLUDI ROTEXA 2000

Simple beauty 
at the right price

KLUDI ROTEXA is an elegant solution for all standard bathtubs. The minimalist fitting 
makes using the drain stopper easy. Its chrome finish perfectly matches the finish of the 
bath and shower fixtures. 

Because the system has minimal 
external elements, maintenance 
is a breeze. 
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8020091-00
Shower System
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Creating something  
special calls for attention
to be paid to every detail. 
And for a willingness to
double-check everything 
and question conventional
wisdom. This is what drove 
us to re-imagine the
control concept of our 
KLUDI COCKPIT Discovery
shower system from the 
ground up. Our aim was
to make it as simple and 
convenient as possible  
– for everyone, regardless 
of their age and capabili-
ties. The large controls are 

designed to fit your hand 
perfectly, providing  
a secure grip. They are
positioned at a convenient 
height so that young  
shower users won’t have 
any difficulties either. The 
40° rearward tilt signifi-
cantly improves handling
and ease of use. The shape 
of the handheld shower 
also reflects ergonomic 
principles. The handle  
design and its rounded 
edges make it a pleasure 
to hold.

KLUDI COCKPIT Discovery
The new way of showering

Maximum clarity and simplicity 
invigorate the intuitive control.

Unambiguous and clearly visible 
pictograms illustrate the functions.

Grip and shower wall bracket are 
made of solid die-cast. The 
shower shelf is made of corrosion 
- resistant aluminium.

KLUDI COCKPT Discovery

Finish: 91 white/chrome

NEW
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The high art  
of simplicity

Aircraft and sports car cockpits are tailored to their 
users, focusing on maximum clarity and simplicity. 
Intuitive operation is crucial in both cases. This operating 
concept served as our inspiration during the development 
of the KLUDI COCKPIT Discovery shower system. Its 
control elements are limited to temperature adjustment
and flow regulation for the head and handheld showers.

8020091-00
Shower System
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KLUDI COCKPT Discovery8020091-00
Shower System
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KLUDI COCKPIT Discovery transforms your daily shower ritual into a vibrant experience 
for all your senses. It encompasses maximum functionality and ease of use, premium 
materials and German craftsmanship, a timeless, elegant look and a gentle rain shower.

Perfect shower  
experience

6450005-00
hand shower CL 1S

6455205-00
shower hook

6440005-00
head shower
400 x 260 mm
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KLUDI COCKPT Discovery
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6757805-00
head shower

6765005-00
bath-shower set 3S
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KLUDI FIZZ

Modern interiors require 
an innovative approach.
Break the mould: bypass 
a standard round or 
square shape and choose 
an innovative triangular 

head shower instead. 
Or go a step further by 
opening up the room to 
the outdoors. A glazed wall 
gives you the sensation of 
showering in a warm rain.

KLUDI FIZZ
The beneficial power of water

The KLUDI FIZZ 1S hand shower 
has an ergonomic shape that fits 
perfectly in the palm of your hand.

The KLUDI FIZZ 3S hand shower 
with a convenient and ergonomic 
spray switch is a perfect example 
of what modern technology can 
do for your bathroom.

Do you prefer a large, versatile 
hand shower, or a smaller hand 
shower installed next to the 
bathtub? Choose the option that 
best fits your needs.

Finish: 05 chrome 157



6764005-00
shower set 1S

6774005-00
shower set 3S

Elegance 
and power

Is it possible to create a hand shower that combines 
beautiful form and cutting-edge functionality? 
The KLUDI designers took up the challenge and 
developed a hand shower that has all of these 
characteristics. Get ready for a powerful experience! 

6760005-00
hand shower 
with spray mode: volume

6770005-00
hand shower 
adjustable to three spray patterns: 
volume, smooth, booster

67750..-00
bath-shower set 3S
adjustable to three spray patterns: 
volume, smooth, booster

67650..-00*
bath-shower set 1S
with spray mode: volume

67670..-00
bath-shower set 
KLUDI FIZZ 1S hand shower 
with spray mode: volume
wall supply with shower holder

*Not shown .. = Finish: 05 chrome, 91 white/chrome158



KLUDI FIZZ

The massaging jet is strong and 
intense, perfect for rejuvenating 
you after a hard day or an intense 
physical workout.

The delicate smooth spray wakes 
you up, helping you start the day 
on a positive note. 

A versatile hand shower allows you 
to chose the right spray for your 
needs. A volume jet is refreshing 
and energising. 
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6757505-00
head shower 
340 mm, with spray mode: volume

6757805-00
head shower 
290 mm, with spray mode: volume

SHOWER

6709605-00
KLUDI FIZZ Thermostatic Dual 
Shower System
KLUDI FIZZ head shower 
KLUDI FIZZ 3S hand shower
KLUDI SUPARAFLEX SILVER hose 
1600 mm

67740..-00
shower set 3S
L = 900 mm

67640..-00*
shower set 1S
L = 900 mm

6709505-00
KLUDI FIZZ Thermostatic Dual 
Shower System
KLUDI FIZZ head shower 
KLUDI FIZZ 1S hand shower
KLUDI SUPARAFLEX SILVER hose 
1600 mm

6709105-00
KLUDI FIZZ Dual Shower System
KLUDI FIZZ head shower
KLUDI FIZZ 3S hand shower
KLUDI SUPARAFLEX SILVER hose 
1600 mm

*Not shown.. = Finish: 05 chrome, 91 white/chrome160



KLUDI FIZZ6651405-00
shower arm 

6757505-00
head shower

528300575
concealed thermostatic 
bath and shower mixer

The shower cartridge installed on 
a ball joint allows you to adjust the 
angle of the spray. 

You can easily adjust the head 
shower and modify the spray 
to suit your personal preferences.

Even more 
energy

Double or triple the fun? 
Increasing the number 
of head showers to two or 
even three can make your 
daily shower even more 
pleasurable! 
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6774091-00
shower set 3S
L = 900 mm

6764091-00*
shower set 1S
L = 900 mm

6774091-00
shower set 3S

526559175
concealed single-lever  
shower mixer

6306143-0
wall supply  
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KLUDI FIZZ

6765091-00
bath-shower set

524459175
single-lever bath and shower mixer

Timeless 
white

A white hand shower with a unique triangular shape is among the details that you 
can use to create a striking bathroom design. Choose delicate contrasts, like a colour 
palette of white and grey.

The hand shower can be installed 
in a variety of ways, such as on 
a wall rail or on a shower hook, 
to suit your individual needs and 
preferences.

6775091-00
bath-shower set 3S
adjustable to three spray patterns: 
volume, smooth, booster

6765091-00
bath-shower set 1S
with spray mode: volume

6767091-00
bath-shower set 
KLUDI FIZZ 1S hand shower 
with spray mode: volume
wall supply with shower holder

Finish: 91 white/chrome
The items presented are just a selection of our full range of products.
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6651105-00
head shower 
245 mm

6651005-00*
200 mm

6560005-00
hand shower 1S
with 50% eco function
with spray mode: volume 

4940205-00
head shower
140 x 245 mm

6565005-00
bath-shower set 1S
with spray mode: volume 

6564005-00
shower set 1S
L = 900 mm

6563005-00*
L = 600 mm

6652105-00
head shower eco
245 mm

6652005-00*
200 mm

6653105-00
head shower 
250 x 250 mm 
6653005-00*
200 x 200 mm 
6654105-00*
head shower eco
250 x 250 mm 
6654005-00*
200 x 200 mm 

A morning shower stimulates you and fills you with 
energy for the day. The KLUDI A-QA line helps you 
wake up in the morning and relax right before going 
to sleep. The simple and convenient shower arms, 
combined with a wide range of head showers, will 
make your morning or evening shower your favourite 
ritual.

A-QAbSHOWER

Which spray feels best? Choose a head shower that gives you blissful 
relaxation or a quick, stimulating massage. 

KLUDI A-QA
Morning refreshment
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KLUDI A-QA

6610005-00
hand shower 1S
with spray mode: volume incline 
adjustable in 5° steps 
(max. incline 30°) 

6570005-00
hand shower 3S
adjustable to three spray patterns: 
volume, smooth, booster

6615005-00
bath-shower set 1S
with spray mode: volume 

6575005-00
bath-shower set 3S
adjustable to three spray patterns: 
volume, smooth, booster

6614005-00
shower set 1S
L = 900 mm

6574005-00
shower set 3S
L = 900 mm

6573005-00*
L = 600 mm

A-QAi A-QAs

A moment 
just for you

Are you a passionate person who is curious about the 
world? Are you constantly on the move? Then the shower 
may be one of the few places where you can stop and 
take a break. Keep your personal needs in mind when 
selecting the elements of your shower set-up. 

The six-step regulation of the hand shower allows you to set the water 
flow at the perfect angle.

*Not shown Finish: 05 chrome, 91 white/chrome 165



Available in a range of forms 
and sizes, KLUDI A-QA head 
showers will be appreciated 
by connoisseurs of extravagant 
design. 

A square or a rectangular head 
shower goes well in a bathroom 
with a starkly minimalist design. 

A head shower with slightly 
rounded edges is the perfect 
choice for a bathroom with 
a natural or softly minimalist 
design.

6488005-00
head shower 2S
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KLUDI A-QA

6487005-00
head shower 1S
with spray mode: volume 

6488005-00
head shower 2S
adjustable to two spray patterns:
volume, smooth

6434005-00
head shower
400 mm

6433005-00*
300 mm

6432005-00
head shower
200 mm

6432505-00*
250 mm

SHOWER

6444005-00
head shower
400 x 400 mm

6443005-00*
300 x 300 mm

6453005-00
head shower
300 x 300 mm

6452005-00*
200 x 200 mm

6442005-00
head shower
200 x 200 mm

6442505-00*
250 x 250 mm

A blissful 
rest

Without a head shower, no shower will be truly perfect. 
The ultra-thin, beautifully designed KLUDI A-QA head 
shower provides optimal relaxation. With its elegant, 
monolithic form and cutting-edge technology, this head 
shower can make you feel like you are bathing under 
a waterfall.

*Not shown Finish: 05 chrome, 91 white/chrome 167



SHOWER

6654505-00
ceiling arm DN 15
L = 150 mm

6654405-00
shower arm DN 15 
L = 400 mm

6654305-00*
L = 250 mm

6653405-00
shower arm 
L = 400 mm

6653305-00*
L = 250 mm

6651405-00
shower arm 
L = 400 mm

6651305-00*
L = 250 mm

4909505-00
KLUDI A-QA Thermostatic Dual 
Shower-System
head shower 140 x 245 mm
hand shower 1S
KLUDI SUPARAFLEX SILVER hose 
1600 mm

4919105-00
Dual Shower System
head shower 140 x 245 mm
hand shower 1S
KLUDI SUPARAFLEX SILVER hose 
1600 mm

6564205-00
KLUDI A-QAb
shower set 1S
L = 955 mm

6209605-00
KLUDI A-QAv
shower set 3S
L = 1100 mm
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6653505-00
ceiling arm 
L = 150 mm

6651505-00
ceiling arm 
L = 150 mm

65560..-00 
wall supply with shower holder

6555105-00
fixed wall shower hook

6554005-00
wall supply 

6554305-00*
protected against back flow

6609505-00
KLUDI A-QA Thermostatic Dual 
Shower System 
head shower 200 mm
hand shower 3S
KLUDI SUPARAFLEX hose 
1600 mm

6609105-00
KLUDI A-QA Dual Shower System
head shower 200 mm
hand shower 3S
KLUDI SUPARAFLEX hose 
1600 mm

6556105-00
wall supply with shower holder
continuously adjustable ceramic 
flow regulator from approx. 3 l/min 
to 20 l/min

6556205-00
wall supply with shower holder
with ceramic shut-off valve

6554505-00
wall supply 
with ceramic shut-off valve

6554405-00
wall supply 
continuously adjustable ceramic 
flow regulator from approx. 3 l/min 
to 20 l/min

*Not shown Finish: 05 chrome, 91 white/chrome
The items presented are just a selection of our full range of products.
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Busy in the morning? A quick 
shower will get you ready to start 
the day.

Do you have an active 
lifestyle? After a workout, 
you will want a quick 
shower. In a matter of 
minutes, you will be 
refreshed and ready to go 
to work. 

Healthy 
body...
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6450005-00
hand shower CL 1S

67900..-00
hand shower 3S
adjustable to three spray patterns: 
volume, smooth, booster

67800..-00*
hand shower 1S
with spray mode: volume

67950..-00
bath-shower set 3S

67850..-00
bath-shower set 1S

NEW

The KLUDI FRESHLINE shower collection combines 
minimalist contours with high-end functions. While these 
fixtures appear modest and simple, they offer functions 
that can make your bathroom feel like an exclusive 
spa resort. Just because you have a busy lifestyle that 

demands practicality does not mean you have to give up 
on luxury. When choosing the elements of your shower 
set-up, think about your shower habits. Would you rather 
have your head shower installed on a shower hook or on 
a wall rail? It is your choice. 

KLUDI FRESHLINE
The source of refreshment
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NEW

KLUDI FRESHLINE

6440005-00
head shower
400 x 260 mm

67940..-00
shower set 3S
L = 900 mm

6793005-00*
L = 600 mm

6709005-00
Dual-Shower-System DN 15
with KLUDI FRESHLINE head 
shower 6751105-00 
with KLUDI FRESHLINE 
handshower RL 3S 6790005-00 
with KLUDI SUPARAFLEX shower 
hose G 1/2 x G 1/2 x 1600 mm 

6709205-00
Thermostat-Dual-
Shower-System DN 15
with KLUDI FRESHLINE head 
shower 6751105-00 
with KLUDI FRESHLINE 
handshower RL 3S 6790005-00 
with KLUDI SUPARAFLEX shower 
hose G 1/2 x G 1/2 x 1600 mm 

67870..-00
bath-shower set 1S
KLUDI FRESHLINE 1S hand shower 
with spray mode: volume
wall supply with shower holder

SHOWER

Relaxation of the highest 
order

Close your eyes and imagine your favourite place. Relax 
in the fine stream of warm water, slowly flowing down 
your body – that is all you need to unwind after a long 
day. 

For maximum hygiene and 
comfort, the hand shower expels 
any remaining water from 
the fitting after use. 

*Not shown Finish: 05 chrome, 91 white/chrome
The items presented are just a selection of our full range of products.
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6709205-00
Thermostat-Dual-
Shower-System DN 15

A strong jet of water on your tense 
muscles will help you slowly relax.

Choose the best water flow for 
your current mood. Do you want 
to unwind? Or maybe you want 
a quick and energising shower? 

One hand shower – three different 
sprays! Just a flick of your finger 
is enough to switch from a volume 
jet to a smooth jet or a booster.
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KLUDI FRESHLINE

After an intense training session, 
there is nothing more pleasant 
than a relaxing shower.

Active recreation is more than 
just a fashion – it is essential 
for a healthy life.

Do you try to follow 
a balanced diet and 
to engage in regular 
physical activity? Then 
you obviously try hard 
to take care of yourself. 
Your efforts at self-care 
can be complemented 
by relaxing treatments 
you can enjoy at home.

Being fit – 
more than 
fashion
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6830005-00
hand shower 3S
adjustable to three spray patterns: 
volume, smooth, booster

6810005-00
hand shower 1S
with spray mode: volume 

6803005-00
bath-shower set 3S

6801005-00*
bath-shower set 1S

6867005-00
bath-shower set 1S
KLUDI LOGO 1S hand shower 
with spray mode: volume
wall supply with shower holder

You deserve a moment of relaxation after a vigorous 
training session. Taking a shower is no less important 
than stretching your muscles, as standing under a flow 
of water is a quick and effective way to rest and regain 
your strength. 

KLUDI LOGO
The relaxing power of water
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KLUDI LOGO

SHOWER

6839005-00
shower set 3S
wall rail Ø 18 mm

6836005-00*
L = 600 mm
wall rail Ø 18 mm

6839305-00*
shower set 3S
L = 900 mm
wall rail Ø 23 mm

6836305-00*
shower set 3S
L = 600 mm
wall rail Ø 23 mm

6819005-00
shower set 1S
L = 900 mm

6816005-00*
L = 600 mm

6809005-00 
wall rail
L = 900 mm

6806005-00*
L = 600 mm

6809605-00
shower set 3S
L = 1100 mm

6864205-00*
shower set 1S

6857705-00 
KLUDI LOGO SHOWER DUO 
Thermostatic shower mixer 
L = 900 mm

6857605-00* 
L = 600 mm

6809705-00 
KLUDI LOGO SHOWER DUO 
Thermostatic shower mixer 
L = 1100 mm

The handles of the wall rail can be 
adjusted up and down.

Universal 
perfection

The fittings in your shower should suit the needs of all 
users. Choose classic and elegant universal solutions 
made of high-quality materials. 

*Not shown Finish: 05 chrome
The items presented are just a selection of our full range of products.
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6808505-00
Dual-Shower-System 

You deserve to rest after a tough 
workout. A massaging jet will 
make you feel as good as new. 

A smooth, aerated spray will 
quickly and efficiently revive your 
tired muscles.

Choose the water spray that helps 
you unwind after a long, busy day. 
How about a wide, intense spray?
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KLUDI LOGO

SHOWER

Adjust the head shower to your 
height by moving it up or down 
within a range of 30 cm. 

Turn the head shower sideways 
to achieve an optimal angle. 

Live 
actively

A perfectly equipped bathroom and a functional 
shower zone are as important as professional 
exercise equipment. Choose high-quality fittings 
that are easy to use.

6809105-00
KLUDI LOGO Dual Shower System 
head shower 200 mm
hand shower 3S
KLUDI SUPARAFLEX SILVER hose 
1600 mm

6809305-00*
hand shower 1S

6809205-00
KLUDI LOGO Thermostatic Dual 
Shower System
head shower 200 mm
hand shower 3S
KLUDI SUPARAFLEX SILVER hose 
1600 mm

6809505-00*
hand shower 1S

6808505-00
KLUDI LOGO Dual Shower System
head shower 200 mm
hand shower 3S
KLUDI SUPARAFLEX SILVER hose 
1600 mm

6808305-00
KLUDI LOGO Dual Shower System 
head shower 200 mm
hand shower 3S
KLUDI SUPARAFLEX SILVER hose 
1600 mm

*Not shown Finish: 05 chrome
The items presented are just a selection of our full range of products.
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341150524
single-lever basin mixer 
clinic lever

341130534
single-lever basin mixer 
care lever
without pop-up waste
swivelling spout

341150534
single-lever basin mixer
care lever

341120524*
without pop-up waste

341130524
single-lever basin mixer 
clinic lever
without pop-up waste
swivelling spout

341130534
single-lever basin mixer 

BASIN

A specialised line for professional settings. The KLUDI MEDI CARE fittings are perfect 
for facilities in which hygiene and safety are the highest priorities, such as clinics, 
healthcare centres or hospitals. 

The specialised lever is very easy 
to use – you can turn the water 
on and off by gently moving 
the lever with your elbow. 

KLUDI MEDI CARE
Professional support
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KLUDI MEDI CARE

353300538
thermostatic shower mixer 
temperature control handle
with hot water safety device 38°C

350850564
thermostatic hospital mixer
clinic lever 
shut-off valve

349210524
projection 250 mm

349220524
single-lever basin mixer 
clinic lever
swivelling or lockable spout
projection 180 mm

349200524*
projection 245 mm

6150205-00
KLUDI SIRENA CARE
barrier-free shower bar
L = 900 mm

6150305-00
KLUDI SIRENA CARE
barrier-free shower bar
L = 900 mm

6150605-00
KLUDI SIRENA CARE
barrier-free bathtub holder
L = 300 mm

6150505-00
KLUDI SIRENA CARE
barrier-free bathtub holder

SHOWER

*Not shown Finish: 05 chrome
The items presented are just a selection of our full range of products.
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BASIN

KLUDI PROVITA fittings have been certified as meeting the highest hygienic standards. 
These fittings are ideal in hospitals, doctors’ offices and other facilities where there 
is no room for compromise. 

The long, ergonomic shape 
of the lever makes this fitting 
exceptionally easy to use. The flow 
and the temperature of the water 
can be controlled with a delicate 
flick of the hand.

KLUDI PROVITA
The best care

333300500
single-lever basin mixer 
optional for clinic or public lever

333360500
single-lever basin mixer 
optional for clinic or public lever
without pop-up waste

7491005-00
clinic lever
projection 180 mm

7493005-00
public lever
projection 120 mm
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KLUDI PROVITA

KLUDI LOGO NEO CARE

353300538
thermostatic shower mixer 
temperature control handle
with hot water safety device 38°C

SHOWER

335320500
single-lever basin mixer 
optional for clinic or public lever

335300500
single-lever basin mixer 
optional for clinic or public lever

335330500
single-lever basin mixer 
optional for clinic or public lever
ceramic cartridge with hot water 
limitation 
swivelling or lockable spout

335310500
single-lever basin mixer 
optional for clinic or public lever
ceramic cartridge with hot water 
limitation
swivelling or lockable spout

335360500
single-lever basin mixer 
optional for clinic or public lever

335370500
single-lever basin mixer 
single-lever basin mixer 
optional for clinic or public lever
ceramic cartridge with hot water 
limitation
swivelling or lockable spout

*Not shown

372840575 
single-lever basin mixer 
public-lever arm 120 mm

372870575 
single-lever basin mixer 
public-lever arm 180 mm
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KLUDI ADLON KLUDI AMBA KLUDI BALANCE KLUDI BALANCE WHITE

KLUDI AMEO KLUDI OBJEKTA

KLUDI ZENTA SL

KLUDI Pure&Solid KLUDI Pure&Easy

KLUDI BINGO STAR

KLUDI ZENTA KLUDI ZENTA BLACK&WHITE KLUDI Pure&Style

KLUDI E2

FITTINGS AT A GLANCE

KLUDI bathroom fittings 
The choice is yours

The shape of the fitting, the contours of the spout, the 
height and diameter of the body, the shape of the handle 
– these and many other important details come into play
when you are choosing the perfect fitting. To make the
decision easier for you, we have prepared a summary
of all of the available series of KLUDI bathroom fittings.

The side view of the fittings can help you compare and 
contrast the main characteristics and features. Each 
model has a unique shape that satisfies different needs 
and complements different bathroom interiors. Choose 
the fitting that is perfect for you!
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Perlator
s-pointer

Eco
Low 

pressure
Sensor

Battery 
powered

Mains 
powered

HotStop Hygiene
Calcium 
deposits 
removal

Versatile 
adjustment

KLUDI ADLON

KLUDI AMBA

KLUDI E2

KLUDI BALANCE

KLUDI AMEO

KLUDI BINGO STAR

KLUDI OBJEKTA

KLUDI ZENTA SL

KLUDI BOZZ

KLUDI ZENTA

KLUDI PUSH

KLUDI Pure&Style

KLUDI Pure&Solid

KLUDI Pure&Easy

KLUDI ROTEXA

KLUDI FIZZ

KLUDI COCKPIT

KLUDI A-QA

KLUDI FRESHLINE

KLUDI LOGO
KLUDI MEDI CARE

KLUDI PROVITA

OVERVIEW OF FUNCTIONS

To make choosing the perfect fitting easier, we have 
prepared a summary of all of the functions available for 
all of our product series. Do you want to take advantage 
of lower water flow? Or maybe you are looking for 

a fitting with an extendable swivelling spout? The table 
below will help you quickly and easily choose the best 
fitting. 

KLUDI Functions
A full range of possibilities
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chrome
gold plated

23 carat
white black/chrome white/chrome

05 45 43 86 91

KLUDI ADLON

KLUDI AMBA

KLUDI E2

KLUDI BALANCE

KLUDI AMEO

KLUDI BINGO STAR

KLUDI OBJEKTA

KLUDI BOZZ

KLUDI ZENTA SL

KLUDI ZENTA

KLUDI Pure&Style

KLUDI Pure&Solid

KLUDI Pure&Easy

KLUDI PUSH

KLUDI ROTEXA

KLUDI COCKPIT

KLUDI FIZZ

KLUDI A-QA

KLUDI FRESHLINE

KLUDI LOGO

KLUDI MEDI CARE

KLUDI PROVITA

COLOURS AND FINISHES

KLUDI fittings come in a range 
of colours and finishes

The colour brings the interior to life, adding 
visual interest through striking contrasts 
or monochromatic harmony. Unconventional 

colours and innovative finishes are becoming 
increasingly prevalent in KLUDI bathroom fittings.
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Icons and functional 
markings

Our unique and practical designs will satisfy 
your individual needs. Our fittings are created 
with you in mind!

S-pointer
Angle of water flow can be adjusted to fit different 
shaped basins.

Eco
Saves at least 40% water.

Low pressure
Fitting suitable for under-counter water heaters.

Sensor
Fitting with non-contact operation.

Battery-powered
Electronic fitting with battery operation.

Mains-powered
Electronic fitting for 230V AC connection.

HotStop
Fitting with anti-scald limiter at 38°C.

Surface that does not heat up
Specialised technology prevents the surface of the mixer 
from heating up, protecting users from scalding.

Showering hygiene
Quick and easy to drain remaining water from the hand 
spray. No dripping.

System for the rapid removal of calcium deposits.

Versatile Adjustment
With the Dual Shower System, you can modify the spray to 
suit your personal preferences and the size of your shower 
cabin by adjusting the shower head vertically (up to 30 cm) 
and horizontally.

EcoPlus 
The middle position of the handle allows cold water to flow. 
The hot water is turned on by moving the lever to the left.
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kludi.com

Kludi GmbH & Co. KG 
P.O. Box 25 60 · 58685 Menden 
Am Vogelsang 31–33 · 58706 Menden 
Germany

T +49 2373 904-193  
F +49 2373 904-540 
E international-sales@kludi.com
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